Summary. Reduction of attribute storage is a vital requirement for attribute evaluators. We present a new method for the analysis of lifetime of attribute instances. It is assumed that attribute evaluation is performed by a visitoriented evaluator. Its evaluation sequence for any input can be described by a contex-free grammar derived from the visit-sequences. Conditions on that CFG decide for each attribute whether all its instances can be stored in a single global variable. Furthermore one can decide whether several different attributes can be mapped to a single global variable. Similarly conditions for stack implementation are given. All decisions can be made efficiently at evaluator generation time. Hence the method is well suited for compiler generation.
Introduction
Any practical attribute evaluator has to take special care of storage used for attribute values: In a naive implementation of an attributed structure tree the tree nodes are records containing a component for each attribute instance. That is not tolerable in practice because: On the one hand the number of tree nodes and attributes is usually large, on the other hand the time between computation and last use of an attribute value, i.e. its lifetime, is often short. Hence one tries to eliminate the storage for certain attributes from the tree and allocate them as global variables or stacks instead. It must be ensured that these global objects contain the correct attribute value at any time. On the base of lifetime analysis one can decide for an attribute evaluator which attributes can be stored globally and hence reduce its runtime storage requirements.
Different ways lead to a solution of this problem: a) Consider a particular tree for a certain input and decide globalization for the attribute instances of that tree. In this case decision analysis and the consequences thereof are performed at attribute evaluator runtime. b) Consider an attribute evaluator for an attribute grammar and decide globalization such that it is applicable for any tree. In this case decision analysis is performed at generation time resulting in a modified attribute evaluator (resp. its control tables) c) Consider an attribute grammar and a given set of attributes to be globalized. Then construct an attribute evaluator with an evaluation sequence control which guarantees that the global variables are used properlyif such an evaluation sequence exists. From the view of generation of efficient attribute evaluators we prefer method (b) because runtime is not burdened with additional analysis. In most cases runtime even decreases. Method (c) is less automatical because it requires a storage mapping given by the designer.
In this paper we first introduce a method for analysis of lifetime of attribute instances. We assume that a tree-walking attribute evaluator is given by a set of visit-sequences. For a large class of attribute grammars (simple-multi-visit AGs, ordered AGs, and all pass-oriented AGs, cf. [1, 2] ) they can be computed from the attribute dependencies. The visit-sequences are transformed into a context-free grammar. Its sentences describe the sequence of attribute accesses the evaluator performs for any input. For this language one can decide whether the lifetimes of certain attribute instances are disjoint and in consequence such an attribute can be implemented by a global variable. Furthermore attributes can be mapped to global stacks if certain criteria on the visit-sequences hold.
In contrast to the approach of Ganzinger [3] (which follows method (b) too) we first decide for each attribute whether it can be implemented globally. Then we map different global attributes onto single variables. As a side-effect identical attribute assignments can be eliminated. We give an efficient algorithm for the globalization decision whereas the optimal solution of all three problems together (globalization, grouping, and identical assignment elimination) is shown to be NP-complete in [3] . R/iih/i presents in [4] a different method which requires a certain amount of lifetime analysis to be done at runtime (combination of methods (a) and (b)). For pass-oriented AGs techniques arc wellknown which chose stack implementation for those attributes used in one pass only (method (b), [5, 6] ). Our stack conditions are applicable for a larger AG class. They yield the same results in the special case of pass-oriented evaluation.
Knowing that there is some freedom in the construction of visit-sequences one can apply certain strategies which improve the results of lifetime analysis, e.g. "lazy evaluation" as described in [5] or for OAGs in [2] which shortens the lifetimes and reduces the number of overlaps. In [7] the opposite direction is taken by method (c): An intended mapping of attributes to global variables is given. Certain sufficient conditions on the attribute dependencies decide whether an evaluation sequence exists for any input, which then is determined at runtime.
The method presented here resulted from reasoning about the lifetime analysis in the compiler generating system GAG [8] . The technique used there is based on the same principle (analysis of visit-sequences), but it is less systematical and the globalization conditions are more pessimistic. (See [6] for its comparison with that used in a pass-oriented attribute evaluator.) In spite of that the practical results with the GAG system are very encouraging for the planned substitution of the GAG optimization. (See [8] for measurements.)
In the following we assume that the reader has a basic understanding of attribute grammars. The notions used here are close to those of [2] . In Sect. 2 we introduce the underlying attribute evaluator and visit-sequences. They are transformed in Sect. 3 in order to describe attribute lifetimes and to formulate conditions for implementation of attributes by global variables. Sect. 4 gives weaker conditions for mapping attributes to global stacks. Throughout the text we use a running example for explanation. The results for a more realistic but still artificial example are given in the appendix.
Visit-Oriented Attribute Evaluators
In this section we introduce the preliminaries for our method of attribute lifetime analysis. We omit an introduction and a formal definition of attribute grammars and a discussion of attribute evaluator construction. The reader is referred to the literature on these topics. Our terminology and notation is close to that used in [2] and [-8] . Our notation is introduced by an example AG which we will refer to subsequently. We briefly explain the principle of attribute evaluators controlled by visit-sequences which are presented in [2] . Finally a contextfree grammar is derived from the visit-sequences describing operation sequences of the evaluator.
We introduce our terminology for AGs by reference to a small artificial AG in Fig. 1 . It is a "classical" AG which can be evaluated by visit-oriented but not by pass-oriented evaluators. References to that example are attached in parenthesis.
An AG is based on a context-free grammar G (in the example given by the productions pl, p2, p3). It is augmented by a set of attributes A which is the disjoint union of the attribute sets Ax associated to each symbol X of the vocabulary of G (A=Ay={a, b, c, d}, As=~Z~). The attributes of different symbols are considered to be different elements of A regardless whether they are named identically. If we want to stress that aEA x we write X.a. Each Ax is subdivided into two disjoint subsets ASx and AI x of synthesized and inherited attributes (ASr = {b, d}, Air = {a, c}). A set of attribute rules associated with each production of G defines the computation of attribute values.
The X; in a production p: X0:: =X 1 ...X, are occurrences of symbols of G. Correspondingly A~= Q) An, are the attribute occurrences of p. We distin-
guish between defining occurrences A dp=ASxo• AIx~ and applied occur-
rences A ap = Alxo u U ASxi. For each a e A dp there is an attribute rule associati=1 ed to p defining a by a function depending on some attributes of A ap (all to a32 in Fig. 1 ). For ease of presentation we assume the AG to be in Bochmann Normal Form (i.e. the functions must not depend on A de). All conditions could For our lifetime analysis we assume that attribute evaluation is performed by visit-oriented evaluators based on the following principles: Let t be a structure tree for a sentence of L(G). Each node is labelled by a symbol of G and the production applied for its derivation (see Fig. 2 ). For each attribute of Ax an attribute instance is associated with each node labelled with X. The attribute evaluator computes a value for all attribute instances in the tree. For that purpose the evaluator walks through the tree controlled by some strategy. Visiting a node labelled with production p it may compute the values of some attribute instances corresponding to Adp applying attribute rules associated to p. We say the attribute evaluator is in a p-context. That means in Fig. 2 For a large subclass of well-defined AGs (simple-multi-visit AGs including OAGs and all pass-oriented AGs) such an evaluator can be controlled by a set of visit-sequences VS, one for each production p, each consisting of a sequence of the above operations. The visit-sequences are fixed at evaluator generation time on the basis of the attribute dependencies specified in the AG. They are applicable to the structure tree of any sentence in L(G). An evaluator controlled by visit-sequences performs a proper tree walk starting at the root of the tree moving along its edges, evaluating all attribute instances, and finally returning to the root Typical for this class of evaluators is the interleaved execution of visitsequences vsp and VSq for adjacent contexts as shown in Fig. 3 . The node for X with its attributes acts as an interface between evaluation of its subtree and the rest of the tree. The visit-sequences for our running example are given in Fig. 4 . For the construction of visit-sequences we refer to [2] and [9] . Here only the underlying principle is explained. For all nodes of any attributed tree which are labelled with the same symbol X the interface behaviour is identical, independent of its context. Such an interface is described by a linear order over subsets of the attributes A x: Let A x be partitioned into disjoint subsets AIx, i and ASx, i for i= 1 ..... mx. (For ease of description the indices i used here differ from those in [2] the correspondence should be obvious.) Then the inherited attributes in AIx, ~ are evaluated before the i-th visit to a node labelled with X. The synthesized attributes in ASx,~ are evaluated during the i-th visit. Hence this linear order over the attribute subsets defines a partial order over Ax. In Fig. 3 the subsets of Ax mark the sections of the visit-sequences where they are computed.
For simple multi-visit AGs [1] , OAGs [2] , and all pass-oriented AGs there is a partition of all Ax with the following property: In any attributed tree the graph of the dependencies between the attribute instances overlayed by those partial orders is acyclic. Given such partitions for all attribute sets it is easy to compute a visit-sequence VSp for each production p from the attribute dependency graph associated to p. An efficient algorithm for partition computation in the case of OAGs is given in [-2] . In the case of pass-oriented AGs that computation is trivial. The partition for Ay of our example is
It is a property of this particular example that each partition contains exactly one attribute. Visit-sequences constructed by the above method ensure that for an attribute computation all arguments are available. Each attribute a is available before (after) the j-th visit to its symbol node if a~Alxd(asASx,j).
In some contexts it may be possible to evaluate a earlier; but due to the interface concept no advantage would be taken from that only its lifetime would be lengthened. Hence we assume that each attribute is computed exactly in those parts of visit-sequences determined by the attribute partitions.
Lifetime Analysis
In the following we analyze lifetimes of the attributes. So we transform the visit-sequences such that they describe only begin and end of lifetime, i.e. definition and last use of attributes. The result is a new set of lifetime visit-sequences denoted by vslp~ VSL.
We In our example each attribute of A ap is used exactly once, except d which is not used in vsz, 1. Hence an application of d is inserted in vslpl. Fig. 5 shows the vslp for our example.
An interpreter which is controlled by the so constructed lifetime visitsequences performs exactly the same walk through a given structure tree as values this interpreter begins and ends lifetimes of attribute instances interpreting a defining or the last applied occurrence respectively. One can imagine that it allocates and frees storage for them. For each given structure tree it performs a certain sequence of these operations.
We do not suggest to run such an interpreter. But we want to study properties of the complete set of operation sequences for all structure trees. Especially the following question shall be answered: Can all instances of an attribute (or the attributes of a set B_~ A) be implemented by a single global variable such that the correct value is available at any time. So for the operations of the interpreter we do not distinguish different instances or different occurrences of an attribute a. Hence the operations (apart from the tree moves) are Da defining an instance of a, i.e. begin of its lifetime, L a last use of an instance of a, i.e. end of its lifetime.
For our example one can easily deduce from the attribute dependencies that for a tree of height n + 1 the operation sequence is
(Da Lo Ob Lb Dc Lc)"(Dn Ld) n.
Assume that an evaluator is given by a set VSL. For each tree representing a certain input to the evaluator there is a certain operation sequence. Let SEQ be the set of all operation sequences for any tree defined by the underlying context-free grammar. SEQ is a language over an alphabet
TL = {Oala~A} u {L. [a~A}.
In order to state the global variable condition for a certain set B of attributes we define a projection of SEQ describing only the lifetimes of instances of attributes in B:
Let SEQ be the set of operation sequences of an interpreter controlled by lifetime visit-sequences VSL, and B~A a set of attributes. On the other hand assume that all attributes in B can be implemented by a global variable. Then the begin of a lifetime (D) must be followed by its end (L) before the lifetime for another instance is opened. Hence SEQB~ (DL)* For practical implementation in a system which generates attribute evaluators automatically (like GAG) one would proceed in two steps: First for each attribute aeA a singleton set B= {a} is considered, and it is decided whether it can be implemented by a global variable using the above algorithm. The result is a set G I~_A of global attributes. In the second step subsets of G l are considered as groups of attributes for one global variable. For them the condition is checked again, (Of course no attribute not in G l can contribute to such a group.) The grouping can either be given by design decisions of the user which are checked by the system, or it can be computed by an algorithm of the system. (The GAG system comprises both facilities, but based on a more pessimistic global condition than that presented here.) For the latter case we got good results using a first-fit algorithm I-8]. As an additional effect one can eliminate all identical attribute assigns between attributes of B.
It should be stressed that the more significant storage improvement is achieved by the first step. Whereas the effect of grouping is rather low, because only the number of global variables is reduced compared with the elimination of many attribute instances from the tree. Hence we do not recommend an algorithm which computes a storage optimal grouping in B. The more significant effect of grouping is achieved by elimination of identical attribute assigns between attributes of single groups in B. That is an even more complex optimization problem (cf. I-3]) which in practice will be solved by efficient but suboptimal algorithms. Now we have a closer look at the difference between SEQ n and L(G~, which causes the global condition to be pessimistic in some cases: If an interpreter of the lifetime visit-sequences visits a node more than once it will always resume the same visit-sequence. On the other hand in a derivation according to G~ at the corresponding places productions transformed from different visitsequences may be applied. That results in sentences s~L(G~) which are not in SEQ B. L symbols are paired, and if the symbols are not "shifted over strings" which produce non-empty strings, then the result will be less pessimistic. Finally we show that the class of languages SEQ defined by a visit-oriented evaluator (e.g. our lifetime interpreter) is greater than the class of context-free languages. In other words: It is an intrinsically context-sensitive property of the evaluator operating on the tree structure. Hence Lemma 1 cannot be strengthened by a more sophisticated construction of GL in order to achieve
Lemma 2. Each of the following conditions implies that SEQ = L( GL) holds: a) If PL of Gz does not contain four productions of the form
This property is easily demonstrated by an evaluator producing SEQ = a" b" e". Let 
Conditions for Global Stacks
If the conditions for mapping an attribute to a global variable fail one can check whether the lifetimes of its instances are not overlapping, i.e. they are either disjoint or properly included. In that case the attribute instances can be implemented by a global stack. The storage for the sum of all instances of that attribute in a tree is then reduced to the amount needed for the maximum number of instances existing at the same time -the depth of the stack. We present a sufficient condition based on the lifetime visit-sequences of Sect. 3.
It is shown that all attributes for which the stack condition holds can be implemented by one single stack or any groups of attributes mapped to several stacks. In contrast to the global variable condition of Sect. 3 we can not base the stack condition on the language of the grammar GL: The marks for begin and end of lifetime (D, L) are not distinguished for different instances. Hence for two instances i,j one can not decide whether uDDLLvEL(GL) has to be interpreted as uD i Dj Lj Liv (properly included lifetimes) or as uD i Dj L i Liv (overlapping lifetimes). Figure 7 demonstrates this situation by an example for a visit trace which reaches two tree nodes i and j twice. In other words: By context-free means one can not distinguish whether attribute evaluation performs a tree walk from a tree node i labelled X to a different node j with the same label or back to the same node j. Hence a more pessimistic condition on the structure of the lifetime visitsequences is stated. The basic idea is best explained by comparing it with the well-known principle of runtime stacks for recursive procedure calls:
A visit-sequence vsp associated to a production P: X0::=X~... X n is separated into sections each ending with an ancestor visit. Such a section is considered as a procedure called by corresponding descendant visits. Within the procedure storage is allocated for local entities -the stack attributes of visited symbol occurrences X1 ..... Xn -and released after being used. Hence an attribute can be implemented by a global stack if the lifetime of its instances does not exceed such a section. This property is easily checked using the lifetime visit-sequences.
The placement of the allocation and deallocation operation within one section enlarges the duration of space allocation for the attribute compared with its lifetime. This will cause the stack to be deeper than necessary in some cases. (This technique is called "stacking from above" in [63.) On the other hand it relaxes the stack condition (some overlaps are turned into proper inclusions) and allows to combine arbitrary stackable attributes on one stack. Furthermore the pairs of corresponding push-and pop-operations are contained in the same context of one visit-sequence. Up to now in the GAG-System these operations are associated with the exact lifetime. (The consequences for GAG are more but smaller stacks and violations of the stack condition in some more cases as discussed e.g. in [6] .)
For pass-oriented AGs this method is well-known: Attributes used only in a single pass can be implemented by a stack (cf. [5] ). Here it is generalized to visit-oriented evaluators for larger AG-classes: Attributes used only during one visit of a subtree are stackable.
We first give an outline of the problems to be solved subsequently:
a) Decide whether a given attribute X.a can be implemented by a stack. b) Insert operations for allocation (A) and release (R) of stackspace for X.a into visit-sequences containing visits to an occurrence of X. The lifetime of X.a in that context has to be bracketed by A and R. c) Assure stack discipline and proper access to stack elements in cases where more than one attribute occurrence is stacked in the same context (i.e. X occurs more than once on the right hand side of a production). In order to map the lifetime to vslp we say a visit +iX references X.a if there is a q such that its j-th section contains a reference to X.a. By that means we ensure that our lifetime considerations for vs lp hold for any possible interacting vslq.
For an inherited (synthesized) attribute X. a and all productions of the form q determine the smallest number k (and the largest number l) such that the k-th (the l-th) section of a v slq contains a reference to X.a. Then The condition ensures that during the allocation time of an instance of X. a the subtree of the associated node is not left by an ancestor visit. If the condition does not hold the A-and R-operations are removed and X.a is discarded for globalization.
Obviously the stack condition holds for all attributes if there is exactly one visit to each symbol. This result corresponds to stack allocation in pass-oriented evaluators for attributes used only in one pass.
For the solution of problem (c) we assume that X.a is stackable and there is a production p where X occurs more than once on the right hand side, e.g. p: Y::=ul Xu2Xv. In order to ensure the stack discipline we distinguish three cases: 1) Corresponding A-and R-operations for both occurrences of X are contained in different sections of vslp, i.e. each set of visits ~kX to ]tX is contained in different sections. In this case stack discipline is achieved without modification. 2) No modification is needed too, if corresponding A-and R-operations are contained only in one section and if they are properly bracketed. 3) If some A and R pairs in one section are not properly bracketed we can lengthen the allocation time for certain attributes: In order to avoid overlapping allocations: A-operations can be shifted to the left and/or R-operations can be shifted to the right until stack discipline is achieved. In the above cases (2) and (3) there are areas within the visit-sequence section where more than one stack element can be referenced.
Let vslp be for example the sequence More care has to be taken for references reached by the visits to the occurrences of X: Within visit-sequences q reached by those visits the particular stack context of p can not be distinguished (e.g. J,2 X1 and ~2 X2 in the above example). For these references it is assumed that X.a is on top of the stack. Hence we have to adjust the stack within vslp before and after visits referencing an X.a which is not on top of stack (J,2X2 in the example). We can do that by simply pushing a copy of the referenced attribute before the visit and popping it afterwards. (If the visit references a defining occurrence the original stack element has to be assigned from the copy after the visit.) This technique allows to stack attributes whose lifetime does not span an ancestor visit according to the global stack condition. Now the combination of stacks for different attributes (problem (d)) can be achieved rather easily: Consider two arbitrary stackable attributes X.a and Y.b. In order to combine the two stacks we can ensure stack discipline and proper stack access by the same means as we presented for different occurrences of one attribute in (c).
A special situation arises if we combine the stacks for two attributes X.a and X.b of one symbol X: The assumption for visit-sequences q to access the attribute from top of the stack can not be true for X.a and X.b if both are referenced in one visit-sequence section. In that case we can conclude that all visits referencing X.a or X.b always occur in one section. Otherwise either X.a or X.b could not be stackable. Hence we can fix a certain order on the stack for instances of X.a and X.b (e.g.X.a on top and X.b on top minus one). This order is then established in v s lp either by shifting A-and R-operations or additional copies as discussed above.
Finally it should be mentioned that for storage savings achieved by attribute stacks a price has to be paid: Runtime and code length is increased by the introduced stack operations. (That is not the case for global variables.) However, in certain situations identical attributes assignments between topmost stack elements and the inserted stack operations can be eliminated.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a method for storage improvements for attribute evaluators. Since the lifetime analysis is based only on statically determinable properties of the AG the method is well suited for generating systems, i.e. attribute evaluator generators.
In the GAG-System [8] an attribute optimization phase is implemented which is based on the underlying idea of the method presented here. There the visit-sequences are analyzed directly without a transformation into contextfree grammars. (The latter idea is roughly presented in a system overview in [10] .) Whereas the conditions used in that implementation are even stronger than those presented here it yields significant storage reductions (see [8] .) Apart from the additional improvements expected in practical cases this method based on language analysis is more comprehensible and provable. The method will be used in the implementation of a successor system for GAG. Besides the more systematic technique it will allow to quantify the improvement for realistic AGs. 
